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Economic data for fisheries

•
•
•
•

Current data collection practices
DCF – EU Data Collection Framework
MMO / Marine Scotland / IFISH
Seafish data collection
•

Review and discuss Seafish survey form for economic data

Data Collection – how we do it
Seafish fleet economic survey

Animated film, followed by questions.
Link to animated film
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Outputs and Evidence
Review and discuss

• STECF Annual Economic Report

Outputs and Evidence
Review and discuss

• Seafish time series
• Seafish single year report
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Outputs and Evidence
Review and discuss

•
•

Seafish time series in Excel – let’s take a look
http://www.seafish.org/research-economics/industry-economics/seafish-fleet-economic-performance-data

Bespoke Analyses, Economic Impact Assessments
Review and discuss

• Bespoke analyses
• Economic impact assessments
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Advice

• How we give advice
•
•
•
•
•

STECF
Government working groups, projects, meetings
Enquiries, presentations, conferences
Industry meetings, workshops, discussions
Ad-hoc enquiry service

• Informing decisions
•
•
•
•

Evidence
Expert advice on “how to achieve…”
Expert advice on “what would happen if...”
Not advising what “should” be done

Economic advice in fisheries management

The harvest opportunities are agreed in total. Now…
• How do we make them come true?
• How do we ensure harvesting activities don’t have
negative side effects on the environment?
* Ask the audience *
What are we trying to achieve for society, what does
society want from its fish stocks?
• Its own fishing industry? Good jobs.
• Revenues. Could sell our fishing rights to others?
• Food?
• Strong communities?
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Economics for fisheries management
Society’s
desired
benefits

Management
measures

Fishing
businesses

Business
decisions
Strategic / investment
Build a boat?
Buy a boat?
How big?
For what type of fishing?
Buy or lease fishing rights?

Tactical decisions
Where to fish / land
When to fish / land
What gear to use
Compliance with rules
Crew training

Outcomes
Jobs, profits (losses), revenues, food, fish stocks, social justice, communities

Incentives

Incentives
• Strategic / investment decisions
• Tactical decisions

Game about incentives
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Recap

•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic data for fisheries management
Data collection – how we do it
Outputs – evidence bases – what they mean
Bespoke analyses, Economic Impact Assessments
Economic advice in fisheries management
Economic principles in fisheries management
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